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	The Greatness Guide: The 10 Best Lessons Life Has Taught Me, 9780002007306 (0002007304), HarperCollins, 2006

	The media sometimes calls me a

	leadership (or self-help) "guru." I'm

	not. I'm just an ordinary guy who

	happens to have learned ideas and

	tools that have helped many human

	beings reach their best lives and many

	organizations get to world class.





	But I must be really clear: I'm no

	different from vou. I have mv

	struggles, my frustrations and my own

	fears—along with my hopes, goals and

	dreams. I've had good seasons and

	some deeply painful ones. I've made

	some spectacularly good choices and

	some outrageously bad mistakes. I'm

	very human—a work in progress. If I

	have ideas that you find insightful,

	please know it's simply because I

	spend my days focused on the

	knowledge you are about to

	experience. Thinking about practical

	ways to help you play your biggest

	game as a human being and reach

	greatness. Dwelling on how I can help

	companies get to the extraordinary.

	Do anything long enough and you'll

	get some depth of insight and

	understanding about it. Then they'll

	call you a guru.





	A man at a signing I did at a

	bookstore in Bangalore, India, heard

	me say, "I'm no guru." He came up to

	me and said: "Why are you so

	uncomfortable being called a guru?

	'Gu' simply means 'darkness' in

	Sanskrit and 'ru' simple means

	'dispel.' So the word 'guru' simply

	speaks of one who dispels the

	darkness and brings more

	understanding and light." Nice point.

	Made me think.
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Fedora 6 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
More than a quarter of a million copies sold in previous editions!
    

    From home desktop to enterprise server, here's all the Linux you need    

    With Fedora Core 6, you get the latest Linux technology and previews of upcoming Red Hat Enterprise Linux software. Run Fedora Core 6 live (no...


		

Beginning Machine Learning in iOS: CoreML FrameworkApress, 2019

	Implement machine learning models in your iOS applications. This short work begins by reviewing the primary principals of machine learning and then moves on to discussing more advanced topics, such as CoreML, the framework used to enable machine learning tasks in Apple products. 

	

	Many applications on iPhone use machine...


		

Introduction to Embedded Systems: A Cyber-Physical Systems ApproachLulu.com, 2011

	The most visible use of computers and software is processing information for human
	consumption. We use them to write books (like this one), search for information
	on the web, communicate via email, and keep track of financial data. The vast
	majority of computers in use, however, are much less visible. They run the engine,
	brakes,...





	

AutoCAD 2006 and AutoCAD LT 2006 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT can do it, you can do it too ...
    
    Are you trying AutoCAD for the first time? Upgrading from an earlier version? Switching from another CAD software? Everything you need to know is right here. If you're new to AutoCAD, the Quick Start chapter gets you drawing right away. If you're experienced, go right to...

		

iPad 2 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Everything you need to know about the iPad 2!


	Finally decided to get the hottest device on the planet? If so, don't go far without the iPad's must-have accessory—your own copy of iPad 2 Portable Genius. This hip little guide will show you how to get the very most out of your iPad 2. Being a Portable Genius, it...


		

Lightweight Enterprise ArchitecturesAuerbach Publications, 2004
For several years, it has been a goal of mine to write a book on
enterprise architecture. While there are many good architectural books in circulation,
they are either limited in scope or lack sufficient detail to be actionable.
Early in my career, I found it difficult to translate the principles of these
books into a logical...
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